I analyse the model of Babu and Mohapatra for the fermion mass matrices in minimal SO(10). Those authors have not considered the whole variety of fits to the experimental data possible with their mass matrices. Consequently, their predictions for the neutrino spectrum are incomplete. I survey various types of neutrino spectra possible in their model.
the breaking scale of the Pati-Salam [3] subgroup SU(4) P S of SO (10) . The predictive power of the BM model originates in the small number of Yukawa-coupling matrices, not in ad hoc assumptions, like discrete symmetries leading to vanishing Yukawa couplings, which are frequent in other models [4] . BM have noted that the 126, besides giving Majorana masses to the right-handed neutrinos, also introduces welcome corrections to the other mass matrices. Therefore the BM model is worth especial attention. My purpose in this Brief Report is to fit the known data on the quark masses and mixings, and on the charged-lepton masses, by mass matrices of the BM type, and then to find out which kinds of neutrino spectra are possible in the model.
The BM model leads to two conditions on the quark masses and mixings, and on the charged-lepton masses. The first condition is that, as the quark mass matrices M u and M d are real, the quark mixing matrix V is real. It is well known [5] that, once |V us |, |V cb |, |V ub | and |V td | are given, the quark mixing matrix is completely determined. I have used the following fixed values in my fits: |V us | = 0.22, |V cb | = 0.046, and |V ub | = 0.004. The condition that V is orthogonal then leads to two possible values for |V td |: either |V td | = V min = 0.006223 or |V td | = V max = 0.014017. (For V min < |V td | < V max the matrix V is unitary but not real; for |V td | < V min or |V td | > V max the matrix V is not unitary.) If one accepts the standard-model explanation of B d -B d mixing by means of the box diagram [6] and uses a top-quark mass of 150 GeV (see below), then
MeV, a quite reasonable value. |V td | = V min corresponds tof B = 262 MeV, a rather high value, but still acceptable.
The second condition can be derived from the first of Eqs. 1. Obviously,
Therefore, all the traces in the right-hand sides of Eqs. 3 are observables. The traces in their left-hand sides are functions of the charged-lepton masses. We thus have three equations for the two unknowns a and b. From the first equation, b is determined as a function of a. Substituting the result in the second and third equations, we obtain a set of a quadratic equation and a cubic equation for a:
where the coefficients x 1,2,3 and y 1,2,3,4 are functions of traces, and are therefore observables. Eqs. 4 fix a to be
Besides, because one has two equations for only one unknown, the coefficients of Eqs. 4 must satisfy the following condition: Fits of types 1 and 2 yield well-defined neutrino spectra, with small variations of the various parameters as one lets m s and m d evolve along the curves giving the solutions to Eq. 6. K is dominated by a small first-second generation mixing in both cases, and the ratios of neutrino masses are small. For fits of type 1 we have
For fits of type 2 we have 17.9 < |m 3 /m 2 | < 18.8 ,
In contrast with these, fits of types 3 and 4 lead to less well-defined neutrino spectra. Fits of type 3 are characterized by very large, even maximal, lepton mixing. They yield
When one lets m s and m d evolve along the curves giving the solutions of Eq. 6, the mixing of the first two generations, given by |K ν 1 µ |, diminishes, while simultaneously the mixing of the last two generations, given by |K ν 2 τ |, increases. Also, |m 2 /m 1 | increases while |m 3 /m 2 | decreases, and this in such a way that their product remains approximately constant (see the second of Eqs. 9). At a certain point the masses of the two heaviest neutrinos become equal, at which point the second and third rows of K must be interchanged.
Fits of type 4 were the only ones considered by BM. They are characterized by large ratios among the neutrino masses. One has
Let us confront the various neutrino spectra with the MSW [8] explanation of the solarneutrino deficit. Starting by the solutions of type 4 (see Eq. 10), we notice that the large second-third generation mixing allows us to make use of the experimental data on ν µ -ν τ mixing [9, 10] to obtain |m 3 | < 2 eV. Then, |m 3 /m 2 | must be smaller than 1300 if |m 2 | is not to be too small for the MSW effect to explain the data. This is possible for solutions of type 4, and therefore it is possible to accomodate a ν e -ν µ MSW effect in some of these cases [1] . But, if this occurs, future experiments (P860) should be able to detect ν µ -ν τ oscillations, because m ντ must be very close to 2 eV. Another viable possibility is ν e -ν τ MSW depletion of the solar-neutrino flux, in which case however all the neutrino masses would be very small, and uninteresting from the cosmological point of view. If MSW ν e -ν τ oscillations explain the solar-neutrino depletion in this type of solutions, then the ν µ mass will be in the range 10 −12 -10 −11 eV, and this would, by means of normal vacuum oscillations, provoke a further depletion of the neutrinos observed in the gallium experiments [11] .
The MSW effect cannot occur in solutions of type 2 (see Eq. 8), because the ν 1 -ν 3 mixing is too small while the ν 1 -ν 2 mixing falls in the range between the small-mixing-angle and the large-mixing-angle fits of the MSW effect to the data. Solution 2 is interesting because of its very small ν 2 -ν 3 mixing, which is such that |m 3 | is unconstrained by the existing results on ν µ -ν τ oscillations. The situation will change when the future results of CHORUS, NOMAD and P803 [10] become available, which results will be able to exclude or confirm ranges of |m 3 | interesting from the cosmological point of view, like |m 3 | ∼ 5 eV (hot dark matter) or |m 3 | ∼ 50 eV (closure of the universe). Meanwhile, |m 3 | can be indirectly constrained: because sin 2 (2θ eµ ) ≈ 0.04, the E776 results [12] imply m νµ < 0.6 eV, and as we know the ratio |m 3 /m 2 | to be around 18, we obtain m ντ < 11 eV. This already excludes a substantial contribution of the light neutrinos to the closure of the universe. Solution 3 (see Eq. 9) easily accomodates the large-mixing-angle MSW solution. In spite of the very large first-second and second-third generation mixings, a three-generation treatment of the MSW effect [13] does not seem essential, because |K ν 1 τ | remains small. It is also possible that m ντ ≈ 10 −2 eV leads to MSW suppression of the GALLEX and KAMIOKANDE neutrinos, while m νµ ≈ 10 −3 eV suppresses the Homestake neutrinos, with maximal ν e -ν µ mixing [14] . The large second-third generation mixing implies that |m 3 | must be smaller than 0.7 eV, with prospects of tightening this bound to 0.25 eV in the P860 experiment [10] . This reasoning is invalidated if |m 3 | is sufficiently close to |m 2 |: in some solutions of type 3 those two neutrino masses happen to be exactly equal. But then the large mixing of ν e with ν 2 and ν 3 would imply anyway, via the Goesgen results on missing ν e [12] , that |m 3 | < 0.2 eV.
Solutions of type 1 (see Eq. 7) can sometimes accomodate the large-mixing-angle MSW solution, in which case one obtains |m 3 | ≈ 0.13 eV, |m 2 | ≈ 0.005 eV and |m 1 | ≈ 0.003 eV.
